G.C. Wallace, Inc. is currently seeking a Structural EIT for miscellaneous structures, buildings, and bridge projects. Knowledge of and experience with IBC, AASHTO LRFD Bridge Code, and other pertinent codes, requirements, and design specifications is a plus. Typical job tasks include:

- Conduct analyses to develop design options or recommendations and assist in the preparation of cost estimates and specifications for structural engineering projects.
- Perform routine structural engineering assignments.
- Develop concepts and design of structural details for projects.
- Develop construction drawings using AutoCAD.
- Develop project specifications and quantity take-off for engineer’s estimate.
- Review shop drawing submittals.
- Other assignments as needed

**Qualifications**

Applicant should have strong technical background in structural engineering. Bridge design experience is a plus.

- BSCE required, MSCE in Structural Engineering preferred.
- EIT required.
- A minimum of 1 year experience in the analysis, design and construction of structures is preferred. Entry level candidates will be considered.
- Proficiency with Microsoft Office software.
- Knowledge of AutoCAD and/or Microstation.
- Ability to produce under minimal supervision.
- Strong communication skills and willing to work in a team environment.

Please email resumes to Eric Giles at egiles@gcwallace.com